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(54) BYPASS VALVE SYSTEM STATE INDICATION

(57) A fluid system (300) may comprise a fluid passage (310) comprising a passage inlet (302) and a passage outlet
(309), through which fluid may flow by entering the passage inlet (302) as an inlet flow (303) and exiting the passage
outlet (309) as an outlet flow (308); a bypass valve (350; 400) comprising a bypass inlet (348; 448) and a bypass outlet
(352; 452), the bypass inlet (348; 448) being in fluid communication with the passage inlet (302), wherein the bypass
valve (350; 400) further comprises a piston (410) coupled to a spring (415); and a position sensor (440) coupled to the
bypass valve (350; 400) and configured to detect a position of the piston (410) in the bypass valve (350; 400). The spring
(415) may retain the piston (410) in a rest position (411), and the spring (415) and the piston (410) may be configured
to block the fluid from passing through the bypass outlet (352; 452) in response to the inlet flow exerting a pressure
below a bypass pressure threshold.
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Description

FIELD

[0001] This disclosure generally relates to bypass
valves.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Fluid passages in vehicles (e.g., aircraft, auto-
mobiles, boats, etc.) may, over time, accumulate impu-
rities from the fluid flowing through such fluid passages.
The impurities may cause blockages in the fluid passag-
es. As a result, there may be a pressure differential be-
tween the fluid flow into the fluid passage (inlet flow) and
the fluid flow out the fluid passage (outlet flow). Because
of the blockage in the fluid passage, the inlet flow may
have a higher pressure than the outlet flow. If the inlet
flow reaches a certain pressure threshold, a bypass valve
may open to allow some of the inlet flow through the
bypass valve to reduce the pressure. The bypass valve
opening may indicate that the fluid passage (such as a
filter or heat exchanger) may need to be replaced be-
cause there is significant buildup of impurities in the fluid
passage.

SUMMARY

[0003] In various embodiments, a fluid system may
comprise a fluid passage comprising a passage inlet and
a passage outlet, through which fluid may flow by entering
the passage inlet as an inlet flow and exiting the passage
outlet as an outlet flow; a bypass valve comprising a by-
pass inlet and a bypass outlet, the bypass inlet being in
fluid communication with the passage inlet, wherein the
bypass valve further comprises a piston coupled to a
spring; and a position sensor coupled to the bypass valve
and configured to detect a position of the piston in the
bypass valve. The spring may retain the piston in a rest
position, and the spring and the piston may be configured
to block the fluid from passing through the bypass outlet
in response to the inlet flow exerting a pressure below a
bypass pressure threshold. In various embodiments, the
fluid passage may be at least one of an oil filter, a fuel
filter, an air filter, or a heat exchanger. In various embod-
iments, the position sensor may be at least one of a prox-
imity probe, a linear variable differential transformer, a
sonar device, or a magnetic pickup. In various embodi-
ments, the bypass valve may comprise a cap coupled to
the spring, wherein the spring may be disposed between
the cap and the piston, and the position sensor may be
coupled to the cap.
[0004] In various embodiments, the piston may be in
the rest position in the bypass outlet, wherein the bypass
outlet comprises an outlet surrounding wall and a portion
of the outlet surrounding wall is a bypass slack area,
wherein the piston may be in the rest position in the by-
pass slack area, and the piston may be configured to

move along the bypass slack area in response to a pres-
sure threshold being reached by the inlet flow in the pas-
sage inlet before allowing fluid to flow through the bypass
outlet. In various embodiments, the piston may be in the
rest position in the bypass inlet, wherein the bypass inlet
comprises an inlet surrounding wall and a portion of the
inlet surrounding wall adjacent to the bypass outlet is a
bypass slack area, wherein the piston may be in the rest
position at a slack area end furthest from the bypass out-
let, and the piston is configured to move along the bypass
slack area toward the bypass outlet in response to a pres-
sure threshold being reached by the inlet flow in the pas-
sage inlet.
[0005] In various embodiments, the bypass valve may
be configured to allow the piston to move along the by-
pass slack area in response to the pressure threshold
being reached by the inlet flow in the passage inlet before
allowing the fluid to pass through the bypass outlet. In
various embodiments, the bypass valve may be config-
ured to pass the fluid through the bypass outlet in re-
sponse to the piston moving past the bypass slack area
caused by the inlet flow reaching the bypass pressure
threshold, and in response to the piston moving past the
bypass slack area, the bypass outlet is in fluid commu-
nication with the bypass inlet.
[0006] In various embodiments, the fluid system may
further comprise a control system in electronic commu-
nication with the position sensor, wherein the position
sensor transmits the position of the piston to the control
system. In various embodiments, the control system may
comprise a processor and may be configured to deter-
mine at least one of an impending bypass flow through
the bypass outlet in response to the piston being moved
to a displaced position along the bypass slack area from
the rest position without allowing the fluid to pass through
the bypass outlet, or a bypass flow through the bypass
outlet in response to the piston moving past the bypass
slack area and allowing the fluid to pass through the by-
pass outlet.
[0007] In various embodiments, an aircraft may com-
prise a gas turbine engine and a fluid system at least one
of coupled to, or in fluid communication with, the gas
turbine engine. In various embodiments, the fluid system
may comprise a fluid passage comprising a passage inlet
and a passage outlet, through which fluid may flow by
entering the passage inlet as an inlet flow and exiting the
passage outlet as an outlet flow; a bypass valve com-
prising a bypass inlet and a bypass outlet, the bypass
inlet being in fluid communication with the passage inlet,
wherein the bypass valve further comprises a piston cou-
pled to a spring; and a position sensor coupled to the
bypass valve and configured to detect a position of the
piston in the bypass valve. The spring may retain the
piston in a rest position, and the spring and the piston
may be configured to block the fluid from passing through
the bypass outlet in response to the inlet flow exerting a
pressure below a bypass pressure threshold.
[0008] In various embodiments, the piston may be in
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the rest position in the bypass outlet, wherein the bypass
outlet comprises an outlet surrounding wall and a portion
of the outlet surrounding wall is a bypass slack area,
wherein the piston may be in the rest position in the by-
pass slack area, and the piston may be configured to
move along the bypass slack area in response to a pres-
sure threshold being reached by the inlet flow in the pas-
sage inlet before allowing fluid to flow through the bypass
outlet. In various embodiments, the piston may be in the
rest position in the bypass inlet, wherein the bypass inlet
comprises an inlet surrounding wall and a portion of the
inlet surrounding wall adjacent to the bypass outlet is a
bypass slack area, wherein the piston may be in the rest
position at a slack area end furthest from the bypass out-
let, and the piston is configured to move along the bypass
slack area toward the bypass outlet in response to a pres-
sure threshold being reached by the inlet flow in the pas-
sage inlet.
[0009] In various embodiments, the aircraft may further
comprise a control system in electronic communication
with the position sensor, wherein the position sensor may
transmit the position of the piston to the control system.
In various embodiments, the control system may com-
prise a processor and may be configured to determine
at least one of an impending bypass flow through the
bypass outlet in response to the piston being moved
along the bypass slack area from the rest position without
allowing the fluid to pass through the bypass outlet, or a
bypass flow through the bypass outlet in response to the
piston moving past the bypass slack area and allowing
the fluid to pass through the bypass outlet.
[0010] In various embodiments, method for monitoring
a fluid passage may comprise passing a fluid through the
fluid passage in a fluid system by the fluid entering a fluid
inlet as an inlet flow and exiting through a fluid outlet as
an outlet flow, wherein the fluid system comprises a by-
pass valve having a bypass inlet fluidly coupled to a pas-
sage inlet and a bypass outlet, wherein the bypass valve
further comprises a piston in the passage inlet coupled
to a spring, wherein the spring retains the piston in a rest
position, and the spring and the piston are configured to
block the fluid from passing through the bypass outlet in
response to the inlet flow exerting a pressure below a
bypass pressure threshold; detecting, by a position sen-
sor coupled to the bypass valve, a position of the piston
in the passage inlet; and determining, by a processor,
whether the piston has moved from the rest position.
[0011] In various embodiments, the bypass inlet may
comprise an inlet surrounding wall and a portion of the
inlet surrounding wall adjacent to the bypass outlet is a
bypass slack area, wherein the piston is in the rest posi-
tion at a slack area end furthest from the bypass outlet
of the bypass slack area, and the piston is configured to
move along the bypass slack area toward the bypass
outlet in response to the pressure threshold being
reached by the inlet flow in the passage inlet before al-
lowing the fluid to pass through the bypass outlet.
[0012] In various embodiments, the method may fur-

ther comprise determining, by the processor, an impend-
ing bypass flow in response to determining that the piston
has moved from the rest position to a displaced position
along the bypass slack area. In various embodiments,
the method may further comprise determining, by the
processor, a bypass flow in response to determining that
the piston has moved from the rest position to a bypass
position, wherein the bypass position is when the piston
has moved past the bypass slack area, causing the fluid
to pass through bypass outlet.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013] The subject matter of the present disclosure is
particularly pointed out and distinctly claimed in the con-
cluding portion of the specification. A more complete un-
derstanding of the present disclosure, however, may best
be obtained by referring to the detailed description and
claims when considered in connection with the drawing
figures. Elements with the like element numbering
throughout the figures are intended to be the same.

FIG. 1 illustrates a perspective view of an aircraft, in
accordance with various embodiments;
FIG. 2 illustrates a perspective view of a gas turbine
engine, in accordance with various embodiments;
FIG. 3 illustrates a schematic view of a fluid system,
in accordance with various embodiments;
FIGS. 4A and 4B illustrate perspective views of a
bypass valve, in accordance with various embodi-
ments; and
FIG. 5 illustrates a method for monitoring a fluid pas-
sage, in accordance with various embodiments.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0014] All ranges may include the upper and lower val-
ues, and all ranges and ratio limits disclosed herein may
be combined. It is to be understood that unless specifi-
cally stated otherwise, references to "a," "an," and/or
"the" may include one or more than one and that refer-
ence to an item in the singular may also include the item
in the plural.
[0015] The detailed description of various embodi-
ments herein makes reference to the accompanying
drawings, which show various embodiments by way of
illustration. While these various embodiments are de-
scribed in sufficient detail to enable those skilled in the
art to practice the disclosure, it should be understood that
other embodiments may be realized and that logical,
chemical, and mechanical changes may be made without
departing from the scope of the disclosure. Thus, the
detailed description herein is presented for purposes of
illustration only and not of limitation. For example, the
steps recited in any of the method or process descriptions
may be executed in any order and are not necessarily
limited to the order presented. Furthermore, any refer-
ence to singular includes plural embodiments, and any
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reference to more than one component or step may in-
clude a singular embodiment or step. Also, any reference
to attached, fixed, connected, or the like may include per-
manent, removable, temporary, partial, full, and/or any
other possible attachment option. Additionally, any ref-
erence to without contact (or similar phrases) may also
include reduced contact or minimal contact.
[0016] Aircraft, such as aircraft 50 depicted in FIG. 1,
may comprise a gas turbine engine 90. Referring to FIG.
2, a gas turbine engine 100 (such as a turbofan gas tur-
bine engine) is illustrated according to various embodi-
ments. Gas turbine engine 100 is disposed about axis of
rotation 120. Gas turbine engine 100 may comprise a fan
140, compressor sections 150 and 160, a combustion
section 180, and turbine sections 190, 191. Air com-
pressed in compressor sections 150, 160 may be mixed
with fuel and burned in combustion section 180 and ex-
panded across turbine sections 190, 191. Turbine sec-
tions 190, 191 may include high pressure rotors 192 and
low pressure rotors 194, which rotate in response to the
expansion. Turbine sections 190, 191 may comprise al-
ternating rows of rotary airfoils or blades 196 and static
airfoils or vanes 198. A plurality of bearings 115 may
support spools to which the rotors are affixed in gas tur-
bine engine 100. FIG. 2 provides a general understand-
ing of the sections in a gas turbine engine, and is not
intended to limit the disclosure. The present disclosure
may extend to all types of turbine engines, including tur-
bofan gas turbine engines and turbojet engines, for all
types of applications.
[0017] The forward-aft positions of gas turbine engine
100 lie along axis of rotation 120. For example, fan 140
may be referred to as forward of turbine section 190 and
turbine section 190 may be referred to as aft of fan 140.
Typically, during operation of gas turbine engine 100, air
flows from forward to aft, for example, from fan 140 to
turbine section 190. As air flows from fan 140 to the more
aft components of gas turbine engine 100, axis of rotation
120 may also generally define the direction of the air
stream flow.
[0018] In various embodiments, referring to FIGS. 1
and 2, aircraft 50 (or other vehicles such as automobiles,
boats, etc.) may comprise fluid passages, which may be
any device used for the processing of fluid within the ve-
hicle. Fluid passages may also be in fluid communication
with or comprised in an engine within a vehicle (e.g., gas
turbine engine 100). For example, a fluid passage may
be an oil filter, fuel filter, and/or an air filter implemented
to remove impurities from the fluid (e.g., oil, fuel, and/or
air, respectively), or a heat exchanger.
[0019] FIG. 3 illustrates a fluid system 300 comprising
a fluid passage 310, a bypass valve 350, and a control
system 360. In various embodiments, fluid passage 310
may comprise a passage inlet 302 through which the fluid
to be processed (e.g., filtered, cooled, heated) may enter
fluid passage 310 (i.e., an inlet flow 303), and a passage
outlet 309 through which the processed fluid may exit
fluid passage 310 (i.e., an outlet flow 308). Over time, as

the fluid passes through fluid passage 310, impurities
may accumulate and create blockages in fluid passage
310. Therefore, as blockages accumulate in fluid pas-
sage 310, the inlet flow pressure associated with the inlet
flow 303 through passage inlet 302 may have a higher
pressure than the outlet flow pressure associated with
the outlet flow 308 through passage outlet 309.
[0020] In various embodiments, bypass valve 350 may
be configured to relieve pressure in the inlet flow 303 of
passage inlet 302 in response to the inlet flow pressure
reaching a certain threshold (i.e., a "bypass pressure
threshold"). Bypass valve 350 may comprise a bypass
inlet 348 in fluid communication with passage inlet 302,
and a bypass outlet 352. If the inlet flow pressure in pas-
sage inlet 302 is below the bypass pressure threshold,
bypass valve 350 may be closed such that no fluid may
flow through bypass inlet 348 and/or bypass outlet 352.
In response to the inlet flow 303 reaching the bypass
pressure threshold, bypass valve 350 may open allowing
fluid to pass through bypass valve 350 from bypass inlet
348 to bypass outlet 352 to relieve pressure from the inlet
flow 303 in passage inlet 302. In various embodiments,
bypass outlet 352 may be in fluid communication with
passage outlet 309, and therefore, in response to bypass
valve 350 being open, fluid exiting bypass valve 350
through bypass outlet 352 may join the outlet flow 308 in
passage outlet 309. In various embodiments, bypass out-
let 352 may be in fluid communication with other portions
of fluid system 300 or other part of the vehicle comprising
fluid system 300. In such embodiments, in response to
bypass valve 350 being open, fluid exiting bypass valve
350 through bypass outlet 352 may travel to another part
of fluid system 300 or the vehicle.
[0021] With reference to FIGS. 4A and 4B, a bypass
valve 400 (an example of bypass valve 350 in FIG. 3)
may comprise a bypass inlet 448 having an inlet sur-
rounding wall 412, a bypass outlet 452 having an outlet
surrounding wall 405, a piston 410 disposed in bypass
inlet 448 and/or bypass outlet 452 blocking, a spring 415
coupled to the piston 410, a cap 430 coupled to spring
415, wherein spring 415 is coupled between piston 410
and cap 430, and/or a position sensor 440 configured to
detect the position of piston 410. Inlet surrounding wall
412 and outlet surrounding wall 405 may be circular in
cross section, or any suitable geometric shape (e.g.,
square, rectangle, octagon, hexagon, or the like). With
additional reference to FIG. 3, and implementing bypass
valve 400 in fluid system 300 (as bypass valve 350), by-
pass inlet 448 may be in fluid communication with pas-
sage inlet 302. Piston 410 may be disposed in bypass
inlet 448 and/or bypass outlet 452 such that piston 410
blocks the fluid from flowing through bypass outlet 452
of bypass valve 400. Spring 415 may retain piston 410
in a rest position 411 due to the bias of spring 415. When
piston 410 is in rest position 411, spring 415 may be in
a relaxed position 416.
[0022] In various embodiments, piston 410 may be dis-
posed in bypass inlet 448, and therefore rest position 411
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may be in bypass inlet 448 as well. As discussed herein,
the inlet flow pressure in passage inlet 302 may apply
pressure on piston 410 and spring 415. Spring 415 may
be configured to retain piston 410 in rest position 411.
However, in response to the inlet flow pressure in pas-
sage inlet 302 reaching a pressure threshold, spring 415
may compress and piston 410 may move toward bypass
outlet 452. The area of inlet surrounding wall 412 which
spans between rest position 411 and bypass outlet 452
may be a bypass slack area 413, along which piston 410
may move as a result of inlet flow pressure increasing
above the pressure threshold without opening bypass
valve 400 by allowing fluid through bypass outlet 452.
Piston 410 being moved from rest position 411 (located
at a slack area end 422 of bypass slack area 413 furthest
from bypass outlet 452) to a place along bypass slack
area 413 such that piston 410 still blocks bypass outlet
452 may be referred to as an "impending bypass flow"
because the inlet flow pressure will have almost reached
the bypass pressure threshold which will open bypass
outlet 452 (i.e., a bypass flow is impending). In response
to piston 410 moving to a place along bypass slack area
413, such a position of piston 410 may referred to as a
displaced position.
[0023] In various embodiments, the inlet flow pressure
increasing to the pressure threshold, or above the pres-
sure threshold, but below the bypass pressure threshold,
may move piston 410 along bypass slack area 413 to-
ward bypass outlet 452. In response to inlet flow pressure
in passage inlet 302 reaching the bypass pressure
threshold (or above), spring 415 may have been com-
pressed enough by the inlet flow pressure to cause piston
410 to move in the direction of bypass inlet flow 402 past
bypass slack area 413, and therefore, allow fluid to flow
through bypass valve 400 and out bypass outlet 452 as
bypass outlet flow 403 (i.e., a "bypass flow" has oc-
curred). In such a position, piston 410 may be in a bypass
position 421, which may be a position of piston 410 that
allows fluid through bypass outlet 452. In response to
piston 410 being in bypass position 421, spring 415 may
be in a compressed position 417. In various embodi-
ments, spring 415 may be compressed to varying de-
grees, and piston 410 may be pushed by inlet flow pres-
sure to varying degrees so that piston 410 remains in
bypass position 421 (i.e., to allow fluid flow through by-
pass valve 400). In various embodiments, bypass outlet
452 may be completely open before piston 410 has been
pushed by inlet flow pressure to a point of maximum com-
pression.
[0024] While FIGS. 4A and 4B depicted piston 410 and
spring 415 being disposed in bypass inlet 448, in various
embodiments, the piston and spring may be disposed in
bypass outlet 452. In such embodiments, the rest position
of the piston may be in bypass outlet 452, along with the
bypass slack area along outlet surrounding wall 405. In
such embodiments, similar to the embodiments pictured
in FIGS. 4A and 4B discussed herein, the inlet flow pres-
sure reaching the pressure threshold may compress the

spring and move the piston from the rest position in by-
pass outlet 452 along the bypass slack area along outlet
surrounding wall 405. In response to the inlet flow pres-
sure reaching the bypass pressure threshold, the spring
may be further compressed and the piston may be
pushed past the bypass slack area, such that fluid may
flow through bypass valve 400 through bypass outlet 452
as bypass outlet flow 403. In various embodiments, the
spring may be disposed in any suitable configuration
such that it applies pressure to maintain, or be biased to
maintain, the piston in the rest position.
[0025] In various embodiments, with continued refer-
ence to FIGS. 3, 4A, and 4B, position sensor 440 may
be comprised in, and/or coupled to, bypass valve 400 on
any suitable portion of bypass valve 400. As depicted in
FIGS. 4A and 4B, position sensor 440 may be coupled
to cap 430, in accordance with various embodiments.
However, in various embodiments, position sensor 440
may be coupled to inlet surrounding wall 412, outlet sur-
rounding wall 405, piston 410, a housing enclosing by-
pass valve 400, or any other suitable location. Position
sensor 440 may be configured to detect the position of
piston 410. For example, position sensor 440 may detect
if piston 410 is in rest position 411, in a displaced position
along bypass slack area 413, and/or if piston 410 is in a
bypass position 421.
[0026] Position sensor 440 may be any suitable posi-
tion sensor. In various embodiments, position sensor 440
may be a sonar device which emits sound wave pulses
and detects changes in sound wave feedback (i.e., sound
wave echoes) to determine the position of an object (e.g.,
piston 410). In various embodiments, position sensor 440
may be a magnetic pickup which detects changes in a
surrounding magnetic field based on movement of an
object (e.g., piston 410). In various embodiments, posi-
tion sensor 440 may be a linear variable differential trans-
former (LVDT) which detects changes in electromagnetic
flux based on changes in position of an object (e.g., piston
410). In various embodiments, position sensor 440 may
be a proximity probe which emits an electromagnetic field
or electromagnetic radiation and detects changes in the
field or return signals indicating the change in position of
an object (e.g., piston 410). In various embodiments, rest
position 411 may be the zero or standard to which all
other position readings or information are compared. In
various embodiments, position sensor 440 may be com-
prised in, or in electrical communication with, control sys-
tem 360 via wiring 457 (or as depicted in FIG. 3, position
sensor 355 is in electrical communication with control
system 360 via wiring 357). In various embodiments, po-
sition sensor 440 may convert the detection and infor-
mation of the position of piston 410 into an electrical sig-
nal, and transmit the signal to control system 360 for
processing. In various embodiments, position sensor 440
may comprise a processor to analyze the position infor-
mation collected.
[0027] In various embodiments, control system 360 (or
position sensor 440) may comprise a processor config-
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ured to implement various logical operations in response
to execution of instructions, for example, instructions
stored on a non-transitory, tangible, computer-readable
medium. Control system 360 may be a full authority digital
engine control ("FADEC"), or control system 360 may be
a dedicated engine health monitoring device separate
from the FADEC.
[0028] In various embodiments, control system 360
may receive the transmission from position sensor 355,
and determine the position of piston 410 and/or whether
piston 410 has moved from rest position 411. In response
to control system 360 determining that piston 410 is in
rest position, control system 360 may take no action, or
send a notification to an operator that there is no change
in piston 410’s position. In response to control system
360 determining that piston 410 is in a displaced position
along bypass slack area 413, control system 360 may
determine that there is an impending bypass flow be-
cause inlet flow pressure has reached at least the pres-
sure threshold to push piston 410 from rest position 411.
In such a case, control system 360 may transmit a noti-
fication that the appropriate maintenance should be tak-
en to avoid a bypass flow (e.g., replacing fluid passage
310, such as a filter or a heat exchanger). In response
to control system 360 determining that piston 410 is in a
bypass position 421, control system 360 may determine
that there is a bypass flow because inlet flow pressure
has reached at least the bypass pressure threshold to
push piston 410 far enough to open bypass valve 400
and allow fluid to pass through bypass outlet 452. In such
a case, control system 360 may transmit a notification
that the appropriate maintenance should be taken to
avoid further bypass flow (e.g., replacing fluid passage
310, such as a filter or a heat exchanger).
[0029] The fluid systems described herein allow accu-
rate monitoring of a fluid passage such that the timing of
maintenance may maximize life of the fluid passage. The
inlet flow pressure and outlet flow pressure do not need
to be measured and compared to determine whether the
fluid passage need maintenance or replacement, there-
fore, eliminating the inherent inaccuracies of such a mon-
itoring technique.
[0030] In accordance with various embodiments, FIG.
5 depicts a method 500 for monitoring a fluid passage.
With combined reference to FIGS. 3-5, in various em-
bodiments, a fluid may be passed through fluid passage
310 (step 502) through passage inlet 302 and passage
outlet 309. Over time, impurities may accumulate in fluid
passage 310 and create blockages in fluid passage 310.
Therefore, the inlet flow pressure in passage inlet 302
may increase. As described herein, bypass valve 400 is
comprised in the fluid system 300 in which fluid passage
310 is being utilized. While fluid is flowing through fluid
passage 310, position sensor 440 of bypass valve 400
may be detecting the position of the piston (step 504).
Position sensor 440 may transmit the detected position
information for piston 410 to control system 460 (step
506) for processing. In various embodiments, position

sensor 440 may process the position information.
[0031] A processor in control system 460 (or position
sensor 440) may determine whether piston 410 moved
from rest position 411 (step 508), which would indicate
that the inlet flow pressure in passage inlet 302 has
reached or exceeded the pressure threshold. The proc-
essor may compare the received position information for
piston 410 with a standard (e.g., rest position 411). As a
simple example, rest position 411 may be represented
by "1," bypass position 421 may be represented by "5,"
and a displaced position in bypass slack area 413 is an-
ywhere between 1 and 5. The standard may be 1 (rest
position 411). Therefore, if the received position informa-
tion is a 1, then the processor determines that piston 410
is in rest position 411. If the received position information
is a 2, the processor determines that piston 410 is in a
displaced position along bypass slack area 413. Accord-
ingly, in response to the processor determining that pis-
ton 410 has moved from rest position 411, the processor
may determine whether there is an impending bypass
flow or a bypass flow (step 510). In response to it being
determined that piston 410 is at a displaced position
along bypass slack area 413, the processor may deter-
mine that there is an impending bypass flow. In response
to it being determined that piston 410 is at bypass position
421, the processor may determine that there is a bypass
flow. In response to an impending bypass flow or a by-
pass flow being detected (indicating a pressure build-up
in passage inlet 302 and blockage in fluid passage 310),
the processor may send a notification to an operator (step
512) advising that maintenance to, or replacement of,
fluid passage 310 maybe desired.
[0032] Benefits, other advantages, and solutions to
problems have been described herein with regard to spe-
cific embodiments. Furthermore, the connecting lines
shown in the various figures contained herein are intend-
ed to represent exemplary functional relationships and/or
physical couplings between the various elements. It
should be noted that many alternative or additional func-
tional relationships or physical connections may be
present in a practical system. However, the benefits, ad-
vantages, solutions to problems, and any elements that
may cause any benefit, advantage, or solution to occur
or become more pronounced are not to be construed as
critical, required, or essential features or elements of the
disclosure. The scope of the disclosure is accordingly to
be limited by nothing other than the appended claims, in
which reference to an element in the singular is not in-
tended to mean "one and only one" unless explicitly so
stated, but rather "one or more." Moreover, where a
phrase similar to "at least one of A, B, or C" is used in
the claims, it is intended that the phrase be interpreted
to mean that A alone may be present in an embodiment,
B alone may be present in an embodiment, C alone may
be present in an embodiment, or that any combination
of the elements A, B and C may be present in a single
embodiment; for example, A and B, A and C, B and C,
or A and B and C. Different cross-hatching is used
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throughout the figures to denote different parts but not
necessarily to denote the same or different materials.
[0033] Systems, methods and apparatus are provided
herein. In the detailed description herein, references to
"one embodiment", "an embodiment", "various embodi-
ments", etc., indicate that the embodiment described
may include a particular feature, structure, or character-
istic, but every embodiment may not necessarily include
the particular feature, structure, or characteristic. More-
over, such phrases are not necessarily referring to the
same embodiment. Further, when a particular feature,
structure, or characteristic is described in connection with
an embodiment, it is submitted that it is within the knowl-
edge of one skilled in the art to affect such feature, struc-
ture, or characteristic in connection with other embodi-
ments whether or not explicitly described. After reading
the description, it will be apparent to one skilled in the
relevant art(s) how to implement the disclosure in alter-
native embodiments.
[0034] Furthermore, no element, component, or meth-
od step in the present disclosure is intended to be dedi-
cated to the public regardless of whether the element,
component, or method step is explicitly recited in the
claims. No claim element herein is to be construed under
the provisions of 35 U.S.C. 112(f) unless the element is
expressly recited using the phrase "means for." As used
herein, the terms "comprises", "comprising", or any other
variation thereof, are intended to cover a non-exclusive
inclusion, such that a process, method, article, or appa-
ratus that comprises a list of elements does not include
only those elements but may include other elements not
expressly listed or inherent to such process, method, ar-
ticle, or apparatus.

Claims

1. A fluid system, comprising:

a fluid passage comprising a passage inlet and
a passage outlet, wherein the fluid passage is
configured to allow a fluid to pass through the
fluid passage by entering the passage inlet as
an inlet flow and exiting the passage outlet as
an outlet flow;
a bypass valve comprising a bypass inlet and a
bypass outlet, the bypass inlet being in fluid
communication with the passage inlet, wherein
the bypass valve further comprises a piston cou-
pled to a spring, wherein the spring retains the
piston in a rest position, and the spring and the
piston are configured to block the fluid from
passing through the bypass outlet in response
to the inlet flow exerting a pressure below a by-
pass pressure threshold; and
a position sensor coupled to the bypass valve
and configured to detect a position of the piston
in the bypass valve.

2. The fluid system of claim 1, wherein the fluid passage
is at least one of an oil filter, a fuel filter, or an air filter.

3. The fluid system of claim 1 or 2, wherein the fluid
passage is a heat exchanger.

4. The fluid system of claim 1, 2 or 3, wherein the piston
is in the rest position in the bypass outlet, wherein
the bypass outlet comprises an outlet surrounding
wall and a portion of the outlet surrounding wall is a
bypass slack area, wherein the piston is in the rest
position in the bypass slack area, and the piston is
configured to move along the bypass slack area in
response to a pressure threshold being reached by
the inlet flow in the passage inlet before allowing fluid
to flow through the bypass outlet.

5. The fluid system of claim 1, 2 or 3, wherein the piston
is in the rest position in the bypass inlet, wherein the
bypass inlet comprises an inlet surrounding wall and
a portion of the inlet surrounding wall adjacent to the
bypass outlet is a bypass slack area, wherein the
piston is in the rest position at a slack area end fur-
thest from the bypass outlet, and the piston is con-
figured to move along the bypass slack area toward
the bypass outlet in response to a pressure threshold
being reached by the inlet flow in the passage inlet.

6. The fluid system of claim 5, wherein the bypass valve
is configured to allow the piston to move along the
bypass slack area in response to the pressure
threshold being reached by the inlet flow in the pas-
sage inlet before allowing the fluid to pass through
the bypass outlet,
wherein, optionally, the bypass valve is configured
to pass the fluid through the bypass outlet in re-
sponse to the piston moving past the bypass slack
area caused by the inlet flow reaching the bypass
pressure threshold, and in response to the piston
moving past the bypass slack area, the bypass outlet
is in fluid communication with the bypass inlet.

7. The fluid system of claim 5, further comprising a con-
trol system in electronic communication with the po-
sition sensor, wherein the position sensor transmits
the position of the piston to the control system,
wherein, optionally, the control system comprises a
processor and is configured to determine at least
one of an impending bypass flow through the bypass
outlet in response to the piston being moved to a
displaced position along the bypass slack area from
the rest position without allowing the fluid to pass
through the bypass outlet, or a bypass flow through
the bypass outlet in response to the piston moving
past the bypass slack area and allowing the fluid to
pass through the bypass outlet.

8. The fluid system of any preceding claim, wherein the
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position sensor is at least one of a proximity probe,
a linear variable differential transformer, a sonar de-
vice, or a magnetic pickup, and / or
wherein, optionally, the bypass valve comprises a
cap coupled to the spring, wherein the spring is dis-
posed between the cap and the piston, and the po-
sition sensor is coupled to the cap.

9. An aircraft, comprising:

a gas turbine engine;
a fluid system at least one of coupled to, or in
fluid communication with, the gas turbine en-
gine, comprising:

a fluid passage comprising a passage inlet
and a passage outlet, wherein the fluid pas-
sage is configured to allow a fluid to pass
through the fluid passage by entering the
passage inlet as an inlet flow and exiting the
passage outlet as an outlet flow;
a bypass valve comprising a bypass inlet
and a bypass outlet, the bypass inlet being
in fluid communication with the passage in-
let, wherein the bypass valve further com-
prises a piston coupled to a spring, wherein
the spring retains the piston in a rest posi-
tion, and the spring and the piston are con-
figured to block the fluid from passing
through the bypass outlet in response to the
inlet flow exerting a pressure below a by-
pass pressure threshold; and
a position sensor coupled to the bypass
valve and configured to detect a position of
the piston in the bypass valve.

10. The aircraft of claim 9, wherein the piston is in the
rest position in the bypass outlet, wherein the bypass
outlet comprises an outlet surrounding wall and a
portion of the outlet surrounding wall is a bypass
slack area, wherein the piston is in the rest position
in the bypass slack area, and the piston is configured
to move along the bypass slack area in response to
a pressure threshold being reached by the inlet flow
in the passage inlet before allowing fluid to flow
through the bypass outlet.

11. The aircraft of claim 9, wherein the piston is in the
rest position in the bypass inlet, wherein the bypass
inlet comprises an inlet surrounding wall and a por-
tion of the inlet surrounding wall adjacent to the by-
pass outlet is a bypass slack area, wherein the piston
is in the rest position at a slack area end furthest
from the bypass outlet, and the piston is configured
to move along the bypass slack area toward the by-
pass outlet in response to a pressure threshold being
reached by the inlet flow in the passage inlet.

12. The aircraft of claim 11, further comprising a control
system in electronic communication with the position
sensor, wherein the position sensor transmits the
position of the piston to the control system,
wherein, optionally, the control system comprises a
processor and is configured to determine at least
one of an impending bypass flow through the bypass
outlet in response to the piston being moved along
the bypass slack area from the rest position without
allowing the fluid to pass through the bypass outlet,
or a bypass flow through the bypass outlet in re-
sponse to the piston moving past the bypass slack
area and allowing the fluid to pass through the by-
pass outlet.

13. A method for monitoring a fluid passage, comprising:

passing a fluid through the fluid passage in a
fluid system by the fluid entering a fluid inlet as
an inlet flow and exiting through a fluid outlet as
an outlet flow, wherein the fluid system compris-
es a bypass valve having a bypass inlet fluidly
coupled to a passage inlet and a bypass outlet,
wherein the bypass valve further comprises a
piston in the passage inlet coupled to a spring,
wherein the spring retains the piston in a rest
position, and the spring and the piston are con-
figured to block the fluid from passing through
the bypass outlet in response to the inlet flow
exerting a pressure below a bypass pressure
threshold;
detecting, by a position sensor coupled to the
bypass valve, a position of the piston in the pas-
sage inlet; and
determining, by a processor, whether the piston
has moved from the rest position.

14. The method of claim 13, wherein the bypass inlet
comprises an inlet surrounding wall and a portion of
the inlet surrounding wall adjacent to the bypass out-
let is a bypass slack area, wherein the piston is in
the rest position at a slack area end furthest from the
bypass outlet of the bypass slack area, and the piston
is configured to move along the bypass slack area
toward the bypass outlet in response to the pressure
threshold being reached by the inlet flow in the pas-
sage inlet before allowing the fluid to pass through
the bypass outlet.

15. The method of claim 14, further comprising deter-
mining, by the processor, an impending bypass flow
in response to determining that the piston has moved
from the rest position to a displaced position along
the bypass slack area, and / or
optionally further comprising determining, by the
processor, a bypass flow in response to determining
that the piston has moved from the rest position to
a bypass position, wherein the bypass position is
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when the piston has moved past the bypass slack
area, causing the fluid to pass through bypass outlet.
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